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Inland Revenue change – certainty for New Zealanders  

Inland Revenue is changing. Over the past twenty years our role has expanded from 

solely administering tax revenue to also administering a portfolio of major social 

policies. Now we are transforming to respond further to changing customer 

expectations, the Government’s Better Public Services approach, and to meet the 

future needs of all New Zealanders. This transformation requires long-term planning 

and a range of specialist expertise. 

Transformation goals  
 
Inland Revenue’s transformation will build the capabilities required to deliver the goals 
set out in IR for the future, our strategic vision for Inland Revenue:  
 

 Efficient self-management options for customers that provide speed and 
certainty  

 A broader approach to compliance based on smarter use of information and a 
wider range of interventions  

 A range of different working relationships with other organisations, including 
strategic partnerships across Government to deliver some services  

 Less transactional work and less direct contact with customers  

 Excellence in complex technical work  

 More automation and streamlined information flows  

 Greater use of commercial IT products in our systems and services  

 A healthy culture which our people value and thrive in.  
 

Benefits for New Zealand  
 
In line with Government’s Better Public Services objectives, the broad benefit areas of 
transformation are improving customer experience across government, increasing net 
revenue collection and disbursements, and reducing costs. Elements of these include:  
 

 Improve customer experience: provide certainty to customers that they have 
met obligations, significantly simplify customer requirements, and improve 
customers’ experience with Inland Revenue and government  
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 Economic benefits to New Zealand: reduce customer compliance costs 
associated with meeting tax and social policy obligations by reducing the time 
businesses and other customers spend on tax compliance  

 Improve revenue system integrity: encourage voluntary compliance through 
simpler systems; reduce fraud associated with filing incorrect tax information, 
not filing required obligations, or obtaining social entitlements fraudulently  

 Reduce time to implement policy initiatives: greater speed and less cost in 
introducing and implementing policy changes within Inland Revenue  

 Financial benefits to the Crown: increasing Crown revenue through increased 
compliance, improved accuracy of tax assessments, reduced numbers of 
customers in debt, and productivity savings for Inland Revenue  

 Reduce risk of operational failure: reduce risk of a technology or process-
failure limiting Inland Revenue’s ability to collect obligations or disburse 
entitlements.  

 


